How to find the TAFISA OFFICE
Dalbergstraße 1, D - 65929 Frankfurt am Main

1. By public transport

   Frankfurt Airport -> Hauptbahnhof (Central Station): Take S8 or S9
   There are several S-Bahn going through the airport. Please take either S8 or S9 destined to Hanau HBF. Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof is only three stations away from the airport.

   Hauptbahnhof -> Höchst Station: Transfer to S1 or S2
   At Frankfurt Haupbahnhof (main train station), you have to make transfer to S1 or S2. Again, Höchst station is only three stops away from the Hauptbahnhof.

   Höchst Station -> TAFISA Office: Two minutes walk
   From the station, it is a two minutes walk straight. Please refer to the map below.

2. By car
   Parking lot is prepared behind the office building. Please follow your GPS using the address stated on top, and contact us (+49 69 9739359900) for parking.

*If you have any questions, please contact +49 69 9739359900*